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Abstract29

Methanol is the second-most abundant organic gas in the remote atmosphere af-30

ter methane, but its sources are poorly understood. Here, we report a global budget of31

methanol constrained by observations from the ATom aircraft campaign as implemented32

in the GEOS-Chem global atmospheric chemistry model. ATom observations under back-33

ground marine conditions can be fit in the model with a surface ocean methanol con-34

centration of 61 nM and a methanol yield of 13% from the newly implemented CH3O2+OH35

reaction. While terrestrial biogenic emissions dominate the global atmospheric methanol36

budget, secondary production from CH3O2+OH and CH3O2+ CH3O2 accounts for 29%37

of the total methanol source, and contributes the majority of methanol in the background38

marine atmosphere sampled by ATom. Emission from the ocean is minor in compari-39

son, particularly because of rapid deposition from the marine boundary layer. Aged an-40

thropogenic and pyrogenic plumes sampled in ATom featured large methanol enhance-41

ments to constrain the corresponding sources. Methanol enhancements in pyrogenic plumes42

did not decay with age, implying in-plume secondary production. The atmospheric life-43

time of methanol is only 5.3 days, reflecting losses of comparable magnitude from pho-44

tooxidation and deposition. GEOS-Chem model results indicate that methanol photo-45

chemistry contributes 5%, 4%, and 1.5% of the tropospheric burdens of formaldehyde,46

CO, and ozone respectively, with particularly pronounced effects in the tropical upper47

troposphere. The CH3O2+OH reaction has substantial impacts on radical budgets through-48

out the troposphere and should be included in global atmospheric chemistry models.49

Plain Language Summary50

Methanol is the most abundant non-methane organic gas in the lower atmosphere,51

but the magnitudes of its sources and sinks remain uncertain. Here, we evaluate a global52

atmospheric chemistry model against recent observations of methanol in the remote at-53

mosphere to better constrain the methanol budget. We show that, relative to past stud-54

ies, the new data suggest a smaller atmospheric methanol source from the ocean and a55

larger source from gas-phase chemistry. Methanol emitted from the oceans plays a par-56

ticularly small role in the atmosphere because it is quickly deposited back to the ocean57

surface. We incorporate these updates into the global model and evaluate their impor-58

tance for atmospheric chemistry more broadly, showing that methanol directly and in-59

directly influences the abundances of many other tropospheric trace gases.60

1 Introduction61

Methanol is the most abundant non-methane organic gas in the troposphere, where62

it influences the budgets of ozone and OH and is a precursor of formaldehyde and CO63

(Tie et al., 2003; Duncan et al., 2007; Wells et al., 2014). The dominant source of methanol64

to the atmosphere is its primary emission from terrestrial plants, particularly during growth65

and decay stages (MacDonald & Fall, 1993; Warneke et al., 1999; Galbally & Kirstine,66

2002; Wohlfahrt et al., 2015; Ashworth et al., 2016). Additional sources include secondary67

production from the reactions of methylperoxy radicals (CH3O2) with CH3O2 and other68

organic peroxy radicals (Madronich & Calvert, 1990; Tyndall et al., 2001), as well as emis-69

sions from oceans (Heikes et al., 2002; Millet et al., 2008), biomass burning (e.g., Horn-70

brook et al., 2011; Akagi et al., 2013; Wentworth et al., 2018), and anthropogenic sources71

including solvent use, vehicular exhaust, and industrial processes (Olivier et al., 1994;72

Legreid et al., 2007; Velasco et al., 2009). Its sinks include reaction with OH (Sander et73

al., 2006), surface deposition (Karl et al., 2004, 2005; Talbot et al., 2005; Mao et al., 2006),74

and uptake by the ocean (Yang et al., 2013, 2014).75

Due to its ubiquity, methanol has been the subject of many modeling studies pro-76

viding estimates of its global budget in the atmosphere (Singh et al., 2000; Galbally &77
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Kirstine, 2002; Heikes et al., 2002; von Kuhlmann et al., 2003; Jacob et al., 2005; Mil-78

let et al., 2008; Stavrakou et al., 2011; Khan et al., 2014). While these assessments tend79

to agree on the tropospheric burden of methanol (3-5 Tg), they exhibit large discrep-80

ancies in total sources and sinks (90-490 Tg a−1), with even greater uncertainties for in-81

dividual source terms. Comparisons with airborne observations (e.g., Singh et al., 2000;82

Jacob et al., 2005; Millet et al., 2008; Müller et al., 2016), ground-based measurements83

(e.g., Rinsland et al., 2009; Bader et al., 2014), and satellites (e.g., Dufour et al., 2006;84

Stavrakou et al., 2011; Wells et al., 2012, 2014) frequently show model biases in the sea-85

sonal and spatial variations of methanol and/or model underpredictions of observed methanol86

mixing ratios. Such underestimates are particularly acute in remote oceanic areas, sug-87

gesting the need for additional secondary sources (Jacob et al., 2005; Stavrakou et al.,88

2011; Müller et al., 2016). Most recently, X. Chen et al. (2019) found that the global chem-89

ical transport model GEOS-Chem underestimated methanol mixing ratios by 60% in the90

boundary layer and 78% in the free troposphere over North America relative to obser-91

vations from an ensemble of aircraft campaigns, accounting for nearly a quarter of the92

per-carbon simulated volatile organic compound (VOC) deficit. These disparities point93

to the ongoing need to better constrain the sources and sinks of tropospheric methanol.94

An additional recently proposed source of methanol to the troposphere is the re-95

action of CH3O2 radicals with OH (Archibald et al., 2009; Fittschen et al., 2014), which96

is hypothesized to contribute substantially to the CH3O2 budget in the remote atmo-97

sphere where low NO leads to long peroxy radical lifetimes:98

CH3O·
2 + OH

k1a−−→ CH3O· + HO2 (1a)99

k1b−−→ CH3OH + O2 (1b)100

k1c−−→ CH2OO·· + H2O (1c)101

k1d−−→
M

CH3OOOH (1d)102

103

The magnitude of this methanol source depends on the overall reaction rate (k1 = k1a+104

k1b + k1c + k1d) and the fractional contribution of R1b to the overall reaction (φ1b =105

k1b/k1). Both numbers have been estimated in experimental and theoretical work but106

remain poorly constrained. Measurements of k1 are in the range (0.8−2.8)×10−10 cm3
107

molecule−1 s−1 (Bossolasco et al., 2014; Assaf et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2016), while ob-108

served and theoretical product yields suggest that R1a is the major pathway (≥80%),109

with φ1b comprising 6-9% and R1d making up the remainder (Müller et al., 2016; As-110

saf et al., 2017; Caravan et al., 2018; Yan & Krasnoperov, 2019). Modeling studies sug-111

gest that values of k1 and φ1b at the upper ends of these ranges could lead to substan-112

tial global methanol production (Khan et al., 2014; Ferracci et al., 2018); Müller et al.113

(2016) used the upper-limit uncertainty bound of φ1b =30% to calculate a source strength114

of 115 Tg a−1, comparable to primary terrestrial sources, which would resolve the model115

underestimate in remote areas. The methanol source from the CH3O2 + OH reaction116

could also be modulated by the effects on reaction rates and branching ratios of com-117

plexation between CH3O2 and water molecules in the atmosphere, or by subsequent pro-118

duction from the trioxide (CH3OOOH) in reaction channel R1d (Butkovskaya et al., 2009;119

Vaida, 2011; Khan et al., 2015; Müller et al., 2016; Caravan et al., 2018). Crucially, the120

CH3O2 + OH reaction also competes with the methanol source from the CH3O2 + CH3O2121

reaction; therefore, depending on the values of k1 and φ1b, including this reaction in global122

models could either decrease or increase secondary methanol production.123

Among the other sources of methanol to the atmosphere, oceanic emissions remain124

highly uncertain. Early inventories of atmospheric methanol applied a fixed saturation125

ratio to the ocean surface (Singh et al., 2003; Jacob et al., 2005), effectively implying that126

the supply of methanol to seawater is controlled by uptake from the atmosphere. Later127

observations of sea-surface methanol indicated the presence of methanol sources and sinks128

within the surface ocean (Heikes et al., 2002; Williams et al., 2004), which has since been129
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confirmed with the identification of methanol-producing phytoplankton (Mincer & Aicher,130

2016) and methanol-consuming microbes (e.g., Giovannoni et al., 2008). Despite the pre-131

sumed spatiotemporal heterogeneity of these biological controls on oceanic methanol, mea-132

sured sea-surface concentrations have typically been high (100-200 nM) and homogeneous,133

which models invoked by applying two-way methanol exchange with a single fixed sea-134

water concentration set to the average of past in situ measurements (e.g., Millet et al.,135

2008). However, recent studies have observed methanol concentrations an order of mag-136

nitude lower in the surface ocean (Yang et al., 2013, 2014) and with high interannual vari-137

ability (Beale et al., 2015), suggesting the need to reevaluate the oceanic contribution138

to atmospheric methanol.139

In this work, we reassess the global budget of methanol by updating the GEOS-140

Chem model to reflect the recent advances described above and compare simulations to141

measurements made during the NASA Atmospheric Tomography (ATom) Mission. We142

correlate model-measurement disparities in the most remote regions of the troposphere143

with simulated tagged methanol tracers to constrain the secondary and oceanic sources,144

and analyze observed enhancements of methanol mixing ratios in pyrogenic and anthro-145

pogenic plumes to evaluate the strength of those primary emissions. With these new source146

estimates, we present an updated global budget of tropospheric methanol. We further147

describe the contribution of methanol and the newly implemented CH3O2 + OH reac-148

tion to the budgets of formaldehyde, CO, ozone, and other trace tropospheric species.149

2 Methods150

2.1 GEOS-Chem151

We simulate tropospheric methanol with GEOS-Chem, a 3-D global chemical trans-152

port model with detailed state-of-the-science atmospheric chemistry (http://geos-chem.org,153

last access: 13 May 2020). GEOS-Chem incorporates assimilated meteorological obser-154

vations from the NASA Goddard Earth Observing System Fast Processing (GEOS-FP)155

rdata product of the NASA Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO). We use156

model version 11-02d including both tropospheric and stratospheric chemistry (Eastham157

et al., 2014) as well as updated halogen chemistry relevant to oxidant budgets in the re-158

mote and oceanic troposphere (Sherwen, Schmidt, et al., 2016; Sherwen, Evans, et al.,159

2016; Q. Chen et al., 2017). Methane mixing ratios are fixed in the model based on ob-160

servations. In this work, we update the chemical mechanism with improved isoprene chem-161

istry from Wennberg et al. (2018) using the implementation described in Bates and Ja-162

cob (2019). We also update the standard emissions inventories as described in the fol-163

lowing section, including the addition of an oceanic alkane and alkene source following164

Paulot et al. (2011) and Millet et al. (2015). For comparisons with flight campaigns we165

sample the model at the times and locations of each observation, while for annual bud-166

get calculations we perform simulations from 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017. All results167

described herein follow a model spin-up of at least six months and are performed at 2◦×168

2.5◦ horizontal resolution with 72 vertical levels.169

We improve the diagnostic capability of GEOS-Chem by tagging methanol accord-170

ing to its source in order to separate the contributions from individual primary emission171

and secondary production sources. We add eight individual species: four representing172

primary biogenic, anthropogenic, pyrogenic, and oceanic methanol emissions, along with173

four representing secondary production of methanol from CH3O2 + CH3O2, CH3O2 +174

other organic peroxy radicals, glyoclaldehyde photolysis, and the new CH3O2 + OH re-175

action. Each tagged methanol species has the same loss processes in the model as methanol176

itself; thus, the sum of the tagged tracers equals total methanol.177
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2.2 Model sources and sinks of methanol178

For biogenic methanol emissions from living plants, we use the Model of Emissions179

of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN; Guenther et al., 2012) version 2.1, described180

in detail by Stavrakou et al. (2011). MEGAN calculates methanol emissions (E, mol m2
181

s−1) at each grid box and time step using the following formula:182

E = ε× γage × γPT × LAI (2)183

where ε represents a base emission factor dependent on plant type, γage is a scaling fac-184

tor dependent on leaf age, γPT includes light- and temperature-dependent scaling, and185

LAI is the leaf area index. For methanol, ε is set to 6.94×10−9 mol m2 s−1 for shrubs,186

crops, needle-leaf trees, and northern temperate and boreal broadleaf tree, and to 3.47×187

10−9 mol m2 s−1 for grasses and all other broadleaf trees, based on 17 observational ecosys-188

tem studies (see citations in Guenther et al., 2006; Stavrakou et al., 2011). γage is based189

on Harley et al. (2007) and Karl et al. (2003) and is highest for young leaves, which pro-190

duce large amounts of methanol from pectin demethylation during their growth (MacDonald191

& Fall, 1993; Fall & Benson, 1996). Finally, methanol emissions are highly light- and tem-192

perature dependent (Harley et al., 2007) and drop near zero at night due to stomatal193

control (Nemecek-Marshall et al., 1995; Ashworth et al., 2016). In MEGAN, this is in-194

corporated into the γPT factor, which parameterizes 80% of methanol emissions as light-195

dependent and 20% as light-independent.196

Methanol is also released from dead and decaying vegetation in various biotic and197

abiotic demethylation processes (Galbally & Kirstine, 2002; Warneke et al., 1999). We198

implement this source as in Jacob et al. (2005) and Millet et al. (2008), using an emis-199

sion factor of 160 µg methanol emitted per kg dry plant mass applied to a map of het-200

erotrophic respiration derived from the CASA 2 biosphere model (Potter et al., 1993;201

Randerson et al., 1997), which leads to a global methanol emission of 23 Tg a−1.202

When implemented in GEOS-Chem with GEOS-FP meteorology, MEGAN tends203

to underestimate biogenic VOC emissions (Wells et al., 2014; Bates & Jacob, 2019), so204

we scale MEGAN emissions up by 10% such that the primary biogenic source (from both205

living and dead vegetation) is equal to 100 Tg a−1, as estimated by Stavrakou et al. (2011).206

While this source magnitude has also been corroborated by Millet et al. (2008) and Wells207

et al. (2014), multiple studies suggest that the spatiotemporal variability of methanol208

emissions is overly simplified by MEGAN. Rinsland et al. (2009) and Wells et al. (2014)209

both note a need for increased emissions from arid landscapes, and Wells et al. (2014)210

find that the seasonality of MEGAN emissions is biased. von Dahl et al. (2006) describe211

a large source from herbivory-induced plant stress that is currently absent from mod-212

els. Wohlfahrt et al. (2015) review fluxes from land ecosystems and show that methanol213

emissions can differ substantially within plant functional types, e.g., by up to a factor214

of 3 for various measurements of grasslands (Fukui & Doskey, 1998; Kirstine et al., 1998;215

Ruuskanen et al., 2011). However, the ATom observations are not suited to discern these216

details in the biogenic source, so we do not address these complexities here.217

Pyrogenic methanol emissions in GEOS-Chem are derived from the Global Fire Emis-218

sions Database version 4 (GFEDv4) (van der Werf et al., 2010). The calculation of gaseous219

emissions relies on burned area from Giglio et al. (2013) enhanced by the contribution220

of small fires as described in Randerson et al. (2012), with temporal scaling from Mu et221

al. (2011). Emission factors (g methanol emitted per kg dry material burned) for each222

of the six GFED4 burn types are based primarily on Akagi et al. (2011), ranging from223

1.18 g kg−1 for savannah fires to 8.46 g kg−1 for peat fires. In GEOS-Chem, this gives224

an annual methanol emission of 5.9 Tg a−1 in our base simulation used for initial com-225

parisons and the regression analysis in Section 3. This is lower than previous global es-226

timates, which range between 6 and 21 Tg a−1 (Jacob et al., 2005; Millet et al., 2008;227

Wells et al., 2014; Andreae, 2019), but gives an average molar ratio of pyrogenic methanol228

emissions to those of CO of 1.85% (mol mol−1), in line with observed enhancement ra-229
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tios of 0.9-3.8% (Andreae & Merlet, 2001; Sinha et al., 2003, 2004; Holzinger et al., 2005;230

de Gouw et al., 2006; Warneke et al., 2009; Hornbrook et al., 2011; Simpson et al., 2011;231

Lewis et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014). As described in Section 4, we increase pyrogenic methanol232

emissions by a factor of 2.2 in the updated simulation for the global budgets in Section233

5.234

For anthropogenic methanol emissions, we use the MACCity emission dataset (Lamarque235

et al., 2010) which specifically includes organic alcohols as a VOC class. We implement236

the RCP 8.5 forward-projected anthropogenic emissions to our period of interest and as-237

sume that methanol represents 50% of alcohol emissions by carbon mass (X. Chen et al.,238

2019), which gives a global methanol emission of 3.15 Tg a−1, or 0.52% of CO emissions239

(mol mol−1) in our base simulation. This is lower than total anthropogenic methanol240

emissions in most previous global model budgets, which are in the range 3-8 Tg a−1 (Jacob241

et al., 2005; Millet et al., 2008; Wells et al., 2014; Safieddine et al., 2017). As described242

in Section 4, we scale up anthropogenic methanol emissions by a factor of 2 in the up-243

dated simulation for the global budgets in Section 5.244

The oceanic contribution to the atmospheric methanol budget is calculated locally245

as described by Fischer et al. (2012) for acetone in GEOS-Chem. Briefly, the parame-246

terization is based on the two-film model of Liss and Slater (1974), by which the net flux247

(F , mol m−2 s−1) out of the ocean can be calculated as the balance of ocean emission248

(E) and uptake (U) by the following equation:249

F = E − U = −KW × (Cg ×H−1 − Cl) (3)250

where Cg and Cl represent the methanol concentrations in the air and water respectively,251

H represents the dimensionless gas-over-liquid Henry’s Law equilibrium constant for methanol252

(2.02× 10−4, converted from 203 M atm−1 at 298 K, with a temperature dependence253

d(ln(H))/d(1/T ) = 5600 K, from Sander et al., 2006), and KW represents the inverse254

of the total transfer resistance:255

K−1
W = k−1

l + (H × kg)−1 (4)256

where kl and kg are the wind speed-dependent liquid- and gas-phase transfer velocities,257

calculated using the parameterizations from Nightingale et al. (2000) and Johnson (2010)258

respectively. Highly soluble gases such as methanol are limited primarily by air-side trans-259

fer, with the kl term contributing only a few percent to the overall KW (Yang et al., 2013).260

The dominant kg term is the less-studied and more uncertain element of KW , and stud-261

ies in the laboratory and field frequently disagree on its parameterization (Johnson, 2010;262

Yang et al., 2013). We calculate the emission and uptake terms separately such that the263

gross outward methanol flux can be applied to the tagged oceanic methanol tracer, while264

the sink to the ocean can be applied to each of the tagged methanol tracers.265

Oceanic methanol is presumed to be controlled primarily by in situ biological ac-266

tivity, supported by observations of rapid production and consumption of methanol by267

plankton and bacteria. The Prochlorococcus genus of phytoplankton alone was estimated268

to contribute 850-1700 Tg a−1 of methanol to the oceans, 10-40 times the contribution269

of deposition from the atmosphere (Mincer & Aicher, 2016). This source is offset by mi-270

crobial uptake rates of up to 150 nM d−1 (Dixon et al., 2011b), giving methanol turnover271

times of < 1 d. Methanol-consuming microbes have recently been observed and char-272

acterized in a wide variety of ocean environments (Dixon et al., 2011a, 2013; Dixon &273

Nightingale, 2012; Ramachandran & Walsh, 2015; Arrieta et al., 2016; Sargeant et al.,274

2016; Deng et al., 2018; Dinasquet et al., 2018), including some obligate methylotrophs275

(Giovannoni et al., 2008), suggesting a critical role for methanol in the ocean microbiome.276

These various pathways of methanol production and destruction can be highly variable277

in both time and space. Production tends to peak only toward the end of the cell life278

cycle, and has been proposed to provide pulses of methanol associated with phytoplank-279

ton blooms (Mincer & Aicher, 2016). Dixon et al. (2013) and Sargeant et al. (2016) ob-280

served sharp geographic and seasonal contrasts in bacterial methanol consumption rates,281
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Table 1. Measurements of methanol in the surface ocean

Concentrationa (nM) Location Period Reference

118.4 ± 48.2 (60-230) Eq. Atl. Oct-Nov 2002 Williams et al. (2004)
158.9 ± 33.1 (78-325) NW. Pac. Jul-Aug 2008 Kameyama et al. (2010)
99 (<27-429) coastal NE. Atl. Apr-May 2009 Beale et al. (2011)
121, 137, 237, 128b Atlanticc Oct-Dec 2009 Read et al. (2012)
139 ± 51 (48-361) Atlanticc Oct-Dec 2009 Beale et al. (2013)
49 ± 15 (16-78) coastal NE. Atl. Feb 2011-Mar 2012 Beale et al. (2015)
29 (15-62) Atlanticc Oct-Nov 2012 Yang et al. (2013)
16.3 ± 5.5 (7-28) N. Atl. Oct-Nov 2013 Yang et al. (2014a)
67 ± 35 (<21-226) Southern Ocean Feb-Apr 2020 Wohl et al. (2020)

areported values are means ± standard deviations; parentheses denote the
complete range of observed values, while commas separate the means in distinct
geographic regions; bvalues reported are means across separate latitude ranges:
30-10◦S , 10◦S-10◦N, 10-30◦N, 30-50◦N; cfull transect between 39◦S and 49◦N.

with different metabolic pathways (use as an energy source vs. for cell growth) domi-282

nating in different regions.283

Despite the presumed spatiotemporal heterogeneity of oceanic methanol sources284

and sinks, observations of sea-surface methanol (summarized in Table 1) exhibit little285

correlation with biological activity and no obvious patterns of spatial and temporal vari-286

ability. Instead, there is a distinct divergence between early observations (pre-2010), which287

measured concentrations of 100-240 nM, and more recent observations of < 70 nM, in-288

cluding many in similar locations and seasons to the high prior observations. Past global289

inventories have typically used a fixed surface seawater concentration of 118 nM, the mean290

concentration observed by Williams et al. (2004), and found that the ocean provides a291

gross methanol source of 43-85 Tg a−1 offset by a gross sink of 48-101 Tg a−1, balanc-292

ing to a net sink of 5-16 Tg a−1 (Millet et al., 2008; Stavrakou et al., 2011; Wells et al.,293

2012, 2014). Wells et al. (2014) performed sensitivity simulations in which the seawa-294

ter concentration was varied by ±41%, which caused the net ocean sink to vary from 0295

to 15 Tg a−1.296

Here, to test the potential impact of a lower oceanic methanol concentration in line297

with recent measurements, we set a fixed seawater concentration of 31.4 nM (the mean298

of the three most recent Atlantic observations in Table 1) in our base simulation, which299

provides a gross source term of 13 Tg a−1 balanced by a computed gross sink term of300

30 Tg a−1, for a net sink of 17 Tg a−1. We adjust the seawater concentration for our up-301

dated simulation as described in Section 3 and find that a fixed seawater concentration302

of 61 nM provides the best fit to ATom observations, which yields gross source, gross sink,303

and net sink terms of 24, 38, and 14 Tg a−1.304

Among the sources of secondary methanol in the standard GEOS-Chem mecha-305

nism, the CH3O2 + CH3O2 reaction dominates, producing 45 Tg a−1 of methanol. The306

reaction proceeds by two competing pathways:307

CH3O·
2 + CH3O·

2
k5a−−→ CH3OH + CH2O + O2 (5a)308

k5b−−→ 2CH3O· + O2 (5b)309
310

GEOS-Chem uses an overall rate coefficient k5 = k5a + k5b of 9.5 × 10−14 × e390/T311

(Sander et al., 2006) and a temperature-dependent branching ratio of k5b/k5a = 26.2×312

e−1130/T (Tyndall et al., 2001). The methyl peroxy radical can also react with other per-313
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oxy radicals (represented as RO2) to produce methanol:314

CH3O·
2 + RO·

2
k6a−−→ CH3OH + R-H=O + O2 (6a)315

k6b−−→ CH3O· + RO· + O2 (6b)316

k6c−−→ CH2O + ROH + O2 (6c)317
318

In GEOS-Chem, the branching ratio to methanol production (k6a/(k6a+k6b+k6c) ranges319

from 20% to 50% for primary and secondary peroxy radicals, and is set to zero for ter-320

tiary and acyl peroxy radicals without available hydrogen atoms (Orlando & Tyndall,321

2012). The photolysis of glycolaldehyde also produces methanol, with a yield of 10% in322

GEOS-Chem (Magneron et al., 2005). Together, the contributions of R6a and glycolalde-323

hyde photolysis add only 3.2 Tg a−1 of methanol to the global budget in the standard324

GEOS-Chem mechanism.325

Here we update the GEOS-Chem chemical mechanism by adding the reaction of326

CH3O2 with OH radicals (R1), as described in the introduction. In the base simulation,327

we set the reaction rate (k1) to the median observed value of 1.6×10−10 cm3 molecule−1
328

s−1 (Assaf et al., 2016), and set the methanol yield (φ1b) to 7%, the central estimate of329

both Müller et al. (2016) and Caravan et al. (2018), with the remainder forming formalde-330

hyde + 2HO2 by pathway R1a (the alkoxy intermediate shown in R1a is assumed to re-331

act promptly with O2). We then adjust the methanol yield from R1 based on ATom ob-332

servations, as described in Section 3 along with additional sensitivity studies of differ-333

ent rates and product yields. As implemented in the base simulations, R1 provides a methanol334

source of 18 Tg a−1. However, because it competes as a sink for CH3O2 radicals, the in-335

clusion of R1 in GEOS-Chem decreases the methanol sources from R5 and R6 by 21 Tg336

a−1 and 0.3 Tg a−1 respectively, thus diminishing the total secondary production of methanol337

in the model, consistent with the results of Caravan et al. (2018). In our updated model,338

we find that a yield φ1b of 13% provides the optimal fit to ATom observations (see Sec-339

tion 3), which gives a methanol source of 33 Tg a−1.340

In addition to ocean uptake described above, methanol loss processes in GEOS-341

Chem include reaction with OH and the chlorine radical as well as dry and wet depo-342

sition to land surfaces. The reaction of methanol with OH proceeds with a rate coeffi-343

cient of k = 2.9×10−12×e−345/T , resulting in a globally averaged lifetime of methanol344

against reaction with OH of 9 d. Contradictory studies suggest that the reaction of OH345

with methanol may or may not be accelerated in the presence of water vapor (Jara-Toro346

et al., 2017; Chao et al., 2019); absent any conclusive evidence, we do not include this347

catalysis in our simulations. Dry deposition employs the standard GEOS-Chem resistance-348

in-series parameterization (Y. Wang et al., 1998), updated to account for reactive up-349

take by vegetation (Karl et al., 2010), resulting in a lifetime of methanol against dry de-350

position to land surfaces of 27 d. Wet deposition and oxidation by aqueous OH in cloud351

water, both unchanged from previous GEOS-Chem analyses (Jacob et al., 2005; Wells352

et al., 2014), and the reaction of methanol with Cl, newly implemented here with a rate353

constant of kCl = 5.5 × 10−11 (Atkinson et al., 2006), are minor loss pathways, with354

associated lifetimes of 98 d, 1100 d, and 650 d respectively.355

2.3 Observations from the NASA ATom campaign356

Observations of methanol and other trace gases were conducted as part of the NASA357

Atmospheric Tomography (ATom) field mission. The ATom campaign included four in-358

dividual deployments: July-August 2016, January-February 2017, September-October359

2017, and April-May 2018. Each deployment consisted of a month-long series of flights360

starting and ending in Palmdale, California, during which the NASA DC-8 aircraft flew361

the full north-south lengths of the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, repeatedly ascending and362

descending between altitudes of 200 m and 10-12 km to profile the troposphere.363
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A comprehensive suite of instruments aboard the DC-8 measured numerous trace364

gases, aerosol properties, and other atmospheric quantities. Previous work comparing365

these measurements to GEOS-Chem and other models have revealed the need for novel366

or increased oceanic sources of many VOCs, including acetaldehyde (S. Wang et al., 2019;367

Travis et al., 2020), acetone (S. Wang et al., 2020), methyl ethyl ketone (Brewer et al.,368

2020), and small alkyl nitrates (Fisher et al., 2018). Even with these sources, acetalde-369

hyde remains underestimated in both GEOS-Chem and CAM-Chem throughout the tro-370

posphere, suggesting the need for an unknown VOC precursor that might also contribute371

to OH reactivity (S. Wang et al., 2019; Travis et al., 2020; Thames et al., 2020). Despite372

this, Travis et al. (2020) found that GEOS-Chem successfully simulated tropospheric OH373

to within measurement uncertainty, and that simulated NOy was also satisfactory aside374

from a high bias in wintertime HNO3 in the northern hemisphere.375

Methanol and other organic gases discussed here, including hydrogen cyanide (HCN)376

and acetonitrile (CH3CN), were measured with the NCAR Trace Organic Gas Analyzer377

(TOGA), details of which can be found in previous publications (Apel et al., 2003, 2010;378

Hornbrook et al., 2011; Apel et al., 2015). TOGA combines a cryogenic preconcentra-379

tor, a gas chromatograph (Restek MXT 624 8-m column, 0.18 mm inner diameter), and380

an Agilent 5973N mass spectrometer to measure mixing ratios of numerous VOCs. TOGA381

has a total sample throughput time of two minutes, which enabled 11,517 individual ob-382

servations of methanol (and other VOCs) over the course of the four ATom deployments.383

The precise inlet configuration and other details of the TOGA setup in ATom can be found384

in S. Wang et al. (2019). Precision and accuracy for the detection of methanol by TOGA385

were estimated at 10 pptv and 30% respectively. Inorganic gases used in the present anal-386

ysis include CO measured by Quantum Cascade Laser Spectrometer (QCLS) and wa-387

ter vapor measured with a Diode Laser Hygrometer (DLH) (Diskin et al., 2002; McManus388

et al., 2005), both averaged to the same observation frequency as the TOGA measure-389

ments. For periods when the QCLS was calibrating, CO measurements with a Picarro390

Analyzer were used instead, corrected for difference from the QCLS with a low-pass fil-391

ter.392

3 Constraints on secondary and oceanic methanol sources393

Figures 1 and S1 show measured methanol mixing ratios along the ATom flight tracks.394

ATom observations, as with previous campaigns, exhibit a persistent high methanol back-395

ground of several hundred pptv throughout the troposphere. The highest mixing ratios396

(several ppbv) are encountered over North America in summer, when biogenic emissions397

peak (Wells et al., 2012), and in biomass burning plumes frequently observed during At-398

lantic transects. The lowest levels (tens of pptv) are found in the stratosphere and in the399

high latitudes during winter months. There is pronounced seasonal variability at high400

northern latitudes and southern mid-latitudes (high in spring-summer, low in winter),401

but variability elsewhere is driven primarily by the interception of continental plumes.402

Figures 1-3 show comparisons between GEOS-Chem simulations and ATom obser-403

vations as functions of latitude, altitude, and region. While the model generally captures404

the features of the methanol altitude profiles and seasonal cycles (see Figures S2-S3) both405

globally and regionally, the base model (in gray) exhibits a substantial negative bias, un-406

derestimating methanol globally by over 50% (normalized mean bias, NMB). The model407

bias is largest in the Arctic, where it exceeds 70%, and in the northern mid-latitudes,408

except during winter; it is smallest in equatorial regions and over the Southern Ocean.409

Only over the Southern Ocean in austral winter does the base model overestimate the410

tropospheric methanol column. Averaged across seasons, however, the negative model411

bias exceeds 30% everywhere, suggesting a ubiquitously underestimated methanol source412

throughout the troposphere.413
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Figure 1. Methanol concentration during ATom. Top panels show measured methanol along

the ATom flight tracks; point colors correspond to the methanol mixing ratio, while point size

corresponds to altitude. Bottom panels show simulated and measured methanol as a function of

latitude for each ATom mission. Measurement medians along with 25-75 percentile ranges are

shown in black, while medians from the base and updated models are shown in gray and red

respectively, and source contributions from the updated model are shown in colored dashed lines,

all binned by 20◦ latitude intervals.

On a global scale, the negative model bias is strongly correlated with HCN, ben-414

zene, and CO (see Figure S4), suggesting that pyrogenic, anthropogenic, and potentially415

biogenic sources are underestimated. However, these biases from terrestrial sources might416

be caused by a number of factors that are difficult to disentangle because ATom provided417

only limited and indirect information on source regions. Here, we seek to isolate the ob-418

servations remote from continental influence in order to focus on the highly uncertain419

CH3O2 + OH and oceanic contributions to the budget, which will enable us to fit the420

measurement-model difference with the following equation:421

CH3OHTOGA,i − CH3OHbase,i = α× CH3OHOH,i + β × CH3OHocean,i + εi (7)422

where CH3OHTOGA,i represents the methanol mixing ratio measured by TOGA at point423

i, CH3OHbase,i represents the base simulated methanol at that point, and CH3OHOH,i424

and CH3OHocean,i represent the tagged methanol from the CH3O2 + OH and oceanic425

sources respectively. We then find the values of the coefficients α and β, constrained to426

stay above -1 to avoid negative source terms, that minimize the sum of the squared er-427

rors εi; the resulting coefficients represent the scaling factors that need to be applied to428

the CH3O2 + OH and oceanic sources in order to minimize the model underestimate.429

The CH3O2 + OH and oceanic methanol sources exhibit little collinearity (variance in-430

flation factor = 1.08). Key assumptions and uncertainties inherent to this approach are431

discussed at the end of the section.432

To isolate remote tropospheric points, we exclude from the present analysis any TOGA433

observations over land, stratospheric points (those with measured water vapor below 15434

ppmv), as well as points for which benzene, CO, and HCN exceed certain background435

thresholds. We vary these thresholds to find a combination that includes the maximum436

number of observations while minimizing the correlations with CO, HCN, and benzene437

(determined by separately adding terms for each species to the fit in Equation 7, e.g.,438

δ × COobs,i, and finding the corresponding coefficient δ indistinguishable from or less439
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Figure 2. Altitude profiles of measured and simulated remote methanol mixing ratios dur-

ing ATom. Measurement medians along with 25-75 percentile ranges are shown in black, while

medians from the base and updated models are shown in gray and red respectively, and source

contributions from the updated model are shown in colored dashed lines, all binned by 1 km

altitude intervals.

than zero at the 95% confidence level). The resulting threshold values are 3 ppbv for ben-440

zene, 200 pptv for HCN, and a latitude-dependent CO background rising linearly from441

60 ppbv at and below 45◦S to 120 ppbv at and above 45◦N. This results in 1,861 remote442

TOGA samples to use in the fit in Equation 7. The coefficient estimates described be-443

low are insensitive to moderate changes in the precise choice of background threshold;444

for example, increasing any of the threshold mixing ratio values by 20%, replacing the445

HCN threshold with CH3CN, or replacing the latitude-dependent CO threshold with a446

fixed threshold of 100 ppbv all result in coefficient estimates that are not statistically dif-447

ferent from those we report here.448

After isolating the remote points, we find that the best fit in Equation 7 gives co-449

efficients of α = 0.88 ± 0.06 and β = 0.94 ± 0.09 (reported error bounds are standard450

deviation estimates using the bootstrapping method). Applying these coefficients to the451

CH3O2 + OH and oceanic methanol sources respectively removes the negative model bias452

for remote points, as shown in Figure 2, and reduces the absolute mean error (AME) and453

root mean squared error (RMSE) by 25% (see Figure S5). Applying these coefficients454

to the full ATom dataset reduces the model bias from -56% to -31% and brings the sim-455

ulated methanol mixing ratios in the equatorial regions and over the Southern Ocean to456

within 15% of the measured values, when averaged across seasons (Figure 3d, f, h). How-457

ever, methanol remains underestimated by the model in parts of the troposphere influ-458

enced by continental sources. This underestimate is most pronounced in the northern459

mid- and high latitudes (Figure 3a-c), except during winter, suggesting that Northern460

Hemispheric terrestrial methanol sources remain underestimated in the updated model.461

This will be addressed in Section 4.462

The values of the coefficients α and β imply a branching ratio of methanol forma-463

tion from the CH3O2 + OH reaction of φ1b = 13.2 ± 0.4% and a uniform oceanic sur-464

face methanol concentration of 61 ± 3 nM. While a 13% methanol yield through Reac-465

tion R1b is larger than the most recent experimental estimates (Caravan et al., 2018),466

it remains within the uncertainty bounds of measured total methanol formation from Re-467

action R1, including possible contributions from an increased rate or from secondary for-468

mation via the trioxide (R1d). Indeed, the overall methanol yield from Reaction R1 es-469

timated by Müller et al. (2016), including via R1d, totals 11.5%. We test these possi-470

bilities with two sensitivity simulations, identical to the base simulation but with (a) a471
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Figure 3. Regional altitude profiles of measured and simulated methanol mixing ratios dur-

ing ATom. Measurement medians along with 25-75 percentile ranges are shown in black, while

medians from the base and updated models are shown in gray and red respectively. Regional

boundaries and ATom flight tracks are shown on the map at center (e). Altitude scales are identi-

cal between panels, but methanol scales differ.

faster k1 rate (2.8× 10−10 cm3 molecule−1 s−1), causing decreased methanol produc-472

tion from CH3O2 + CH3O2 but increased production from CH3O2 + OH, and (b) the473

addition of channel d to Reaction R1, forming the trioxide CH3OOOH, which reacts as474

in Müller et al. (2016) to form additional methanol, such that the total methanol yield475

is 13%. Refitting Equation 7 with the output of these simulations results in a worse fit476

for case (a) (lower R2, higher AME and RMSE) and an indistinguishable fit for case (b).477

Thus, we cannot determine from our simulations whether methanol production from CH3O2478

+ OH is prompt or proceeds through a trioxide intermediate, but we achieve the best479

fit to methanol observations with an overall yield of 13%.480

Our inferred ocean concentration of 61 nM is within the bounds of previous mea-481

surements, and closer to the recent low values observed by Yang et al. (2013), Yang et482

al. (2014b), and Beale et al. (2015). While it is nearly 50% lower than the value of 118483
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nM used in previous global models, which was prescribed on the basis of early measure-484

ments by Williams et al. (2004), the resulting net global flux of methanol (14 Tg a−1 from485

the atmosphere to the ocean), shown in Figure 4, is comparable in magnitude and spa-486

tial variability to previous budgets (e.g., Figure 3 in Millet et al., 2008). Indeed, our con-487

straint on the oceanic contribution to atmospheric methanol is predominantly on the net488

flux, while the seawater methanol concentration we derive from our fitting is highly sen-489

sitive to the air-sea exchange parameterization scheme. We test this by performing a sen-490

sitivity simulation in which we replace the methanol uptake term in Equation 3 with the491

generic dry deposition scheme from GEOS-Chem and refit Equation 7 with the result-492

ing output. While deposition to the ocean decreases by a factor of two, we find that the493

coefficient β drops in tandem to give a comparable net oceanic flux and quality of fit,494

providing confidence that our inferred flux values are well-constrained. Furthermore, our495

inferred ocean fluxes across the low-to-mid-latitude Atlantic of 3-10 µmol m−2 d−1 (Fig-496

ure 4b) are comparable to the only in situ flux observations available, which measured497

mean values of 8.0 and 12.5 µmol m−2 d−1 in the Southern and Northern Hemispheric498

Atlantic respectively (Yang et al., 2014) and 15 µmol m−2 d−1 in the Northwest Atlantic499

(Yang et al., 2014b).500

molec cm-2 s-1 (neg. = into ocean)
3×108 109 1010-1010 -109 -3×108

(a) Gross ocean methanol source      24 Tg a-1 (b) Net ocean methanol flux             -14 Tg a-1

Figure 4. Simulated ocean-atmosphere methanol exchange. The left panel shows annual av-

erage gross methanol emissions from the ocean, while the right panel shows the annual average

net flux of methanol from the ocean to the atmosphere, both in the updated simulation. Negative

fluxes in the right panel indicate net uptake.

The formulation of Equation 7 prescribes a uniform correction factor for the con-501

centration of methanol in the surface ocean, but can be reformatted to estimate correc-502

tion factors that vary in space and time. Instead of fitting a single β coefficient, we can503

fit a vector ~β which applies a different coefficient to oceanic methanol in each ocean basin504

and season. We test this by splitting the ocean source term by ATom mission and by the505

regions shown in Figure 3 (excluding the Arctic, which lacks sufficient remote points)506

and refitting Equation 7, constraining all coefficients to be greater than -1. This gives507

α = 0.85±0.04 (not significantly different from the fixed-ocean fit), while giving surface508

seawater methanol concentrations between 0 and 300 nM. While these values fall within509

measured ranges, the overall fit between the model and observations is not substantially510

improved, and few of the individual oceanic coefficients are sufficiently constrained to511

be significantly different from the fixed value. For completeness, we show the variable-512

ocean profiles as dashed lines in Figures S2-S3 and provide the inferred concentrations513

in Table S1, but we continue to use the fixed-ocean simulations for the rest of the present514

analysis.515

Even allowing for a variable ocean concentration, the linear fitting method used516

here includes a number of inherent assumptions: first, that the total simulated methanol517
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will respond linearly to perturbations in the sources; second, that the CH3O2+OH and518

oceanic terms are parameterized correctly, requiring only linear modifications; and third,519

that the CH3O2+OH and oceanic terms are the only sources responsible for the model520

bias. We see little reason to assume the first assumption does not hold, as minor mod-521

ifications to the methanol budget should not cause non-linear behavior such as a strong522

reduction in OH (see Section 5.1). We have already described sensitivity studies designed523

to test the second assumption (e.g., varying the k1 rate, implementing a trioxide inter-524

mediate in the CH3O2+OH reaction, and testing ocean deposition schemes), from which525

we conclude that, while plausible, these changes to the source parameterizations would526

not substantially change our inferences about the contributions of these sources to the527

methanol budget.528

We test the third assumption – that the CH3O2+OH and oceanic terms are the529

only sources that contribute to the model bias in the remote troposphere – in two ways.530

First, we add terms to Equation 7 for each of the six other tagged tracers from the sim-531

ulation and refit the model-measurement difference for remote points. Each of the terms532

result in coefficients indistinguishable from or equal to zero. Second, we perform a sen-533

sitivity simulation in which we increase the rate of the reaction between OH and methanol534

by 5%, to test whether perturbations to the methanol sink might influence the results.535

Refitting Equation 7 using the results of this simulation, with or without the additional536

tagged tracers, results in an indistinguishable fit with a slightly smaller coefficient α (within537

uncertainty). Between these tests and eliminating the correlations of the model bias with538

CO, HCN, and benzene, we believe we have isolated the parts of the atmosphere where539

only the CH3O2+OH and oceanic sources contribute to the bias; however, we cannot rule540

out the possibility that additional sources not considered here, such as secondary pro-541

duction from another methyl peroxy reaction pathway or from additional ocean-derived542

VOCs, may play a role. This would cause our coefficients α and β to be overestimated.543

However, our updated simulation would still have the correct approximate total source544

strength in the remote troposphere for the purposes of global budget estimates (Section545

5); the source would just be erroneously attributed to the CH3O2+OH and oceanic terms546

instead of any unidentified source we exclude.547

4 Plume-based constraints on terrestrial sources548

Despite its focus on the remote atmosphere, the ATom mission sampled a number549

of strong terrestial plumes. Our ability to diagnose the model-measurement disparity in550

these plumes from the regression analysis used in Section 3 is limited for at least two rea-551

sons. First, global-scale plume transport in Eulerian models is hampered by fast numer-552

ical diffusion in sheared or divergent flows (Eastham & Jacob, 2017; Zhuang et al., 2018).553

Second, the model bias in terrestrial source strength is likely highly heterogeneous; us-554

ing a fitting procedure as in Equation 7 to constrain terrestrial sources would fail to ac-555

count for this heterogeneity, as it assumes the spatiotemporal pattern of methanol emis-556

sions is correct and only requires linear scaling.557

Instead, we examine the potential for the ATom dataset to provide constraints on558

pyrogenic and anthropogenic methanol emissions by isolating individual plumes and com-559

paring their elevated levels of methanol to previous measurements and to the emission560

ratios used in GEOS-Chem. Our metric for comparison is the normalized excess mix-561

ing ratio (NEMR), calculated as:562

NEMR = 1000× ∆[CH3OH]

∆[CO]
=

[CH3OH]plume − [CH3OH]background
[CO]plume − [CO]background

(8)563

We identify plumes as in Hornbrook et al. (2011), isolating periods of sharply delineated564

increases in CO and methanol, and selecting the closest available unelevated samples at565

a similar altitude as a background. Details for individual plumes are reported in Tables566

S2-S3. We categorize plumes as pyrogenic if they are accompanied by elevated HCN and567
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CH3CN (NEMRCH3CN :CO >1.5), and anthropogenic if not. Unfortunately, a lack of ex-568

clusively biogenic tracers in continental plumes observed during ATom precludes quan-569

tification of biogenic methanol emissions. The selected backgrounds may differ from the570

continental boundary layer backgrounds of methanol and CO, adding large uncertainty571

to the calculated NEMR (Mauzerall et al., 1998). In addition, pyrogenic and anthropogenic572

sources of methanol and CO are likely to coincide with biogenic emissions, which may573

then be misattributed. To minimize this interference, we isolate only the wintertime an-574

thropogenic plumes for further analysis; we do not find a significant seasonal difference575

in NEMR for pyrogenic plumes, which are generally more distinct (higher mixing ratio576

enhancements above background) than anthropogenic plumes. We calculate the methanol577

NEMR individually for each of the 20 identified pyrogenic and 6 wintertime anthropogenic578

plumes, then use as our central estimate the mean NEMR across plumes, weighted both579

by the error-propagated standard deviation in the plume NEMR and the number of points580

per plume.581

Figure 5a shows the CO and methanol enhancements of individual plumes along582

with the weighted mean NEMRs for pyrogenic and wintertime anthropogenic plumes,583

for which we find values of 39.8 ± 13 ppt ppb−1 and 10.4 ± 2.1 ppt ppb−1 respectively.584

Our observed pyrogenic NEMR is higher than most previous measurements (10-31; Lewis585

et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014; Hornbrook et al., 2011, and references therein), but not im-586

plausible; Holzinger et al. (2005) measured a methanol:CO NEMR of 38 ppt ppb−1 in587

aged biomass burning plumes over the Eastern Mediterranean. It suggests that the GFED-588

derived methanol:CO emission ratio of 1.85% in GEOS-Chem should be increased by a589

factor of 2.2, which brings the total pyrogenic methanol emissions into the range of pre-590

vious model estimates (Section 5); other recent assessments of both GEOS-Chem and591

GFED have similarly suggested that the currently implemented emission ratios fall short592

of observations (Wells et al., 2014; Andreae, 2019). Our observed wintertime anthropogenic593

NEMR falls well within the range of observations (8.4-22; Goldan et al., 1995; Holzinger594

et al., 2001; de Gouw et al., 2005; Warneke et al., 2007; Borbon et al., 2013; Karl et al.,595

2018), and suggests that the the current methanol:CO emission ratio of 0.52% in GEOS-596

Chem should be increased by a factor of 2, as similarly found by a recent study of field597

campaigns above North America (X. Chen et al., 2019). As with the pyrogenic source,598

this increase brings the total anthropogenic methanol emissions in GEOS-Chem into the599

range of previous model estimates.600

The NEMR may differ from the methanol:CO emission ratio due to chemical pro-601

duction and loss of methanol and CO in the plume during the interval between emission602

and sampling. Past studies have noted that the methanol NEMR may increase with time,603

likely due to secondary production in pyrogenic plumes (Holzinger et al., 2005; Akagi604

et al., 2013), although contradictory evidence exists for this source (Bruns et al., 2017).605

We do not observe a statistically significant dependence of methanol NEMR on plume606

age (Figure 5b), suggesting that secondary methanol production must occur in plumes607

to balance its faster oxidative loss than CO (by a factor of 4 at 298 K). Using only fresh608

(< 10 d) plumes for our analysis gives weighted mean pyrogenic and anthropogenic NEMRs609

indistinguishable within uncertainty from the weighted means unfiltered by plume age,610

which supports our use of the NEMR to adjust the GEOS-Chem emission ratios.611

5 The global methanol budget612

Table 2 shows the global annual budget of tropospheric methanol from our updated613

simulation, after implementing the changes to methanol source terms described in Sec-614

tions 3-4, along with comparisons to global budgets from previous studies. Figure 6 shows615

the contributions of methanol from individual sources to the total tropospheric burden;616

corresponding zonal profiles, maps of emissions, and maps of the percent contribution617

from each source can be found in Figures S6-S9. We find that biogenic terrestrial emis-618

sions constitute nearly half of the tropospheric source and burden of methanol, while sec-619
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Figure 5. Pyrogenic and anthropogenic plumes in ATom. (a) Methanol and CO enhance-

ments above background in each sampled plume; points are sized by the number of observa-

tions, and lines represent weighted mean methanol:CO NEMRs for all pyrogenic plumes and for

wintertime anthropogenic plumes. (b) Methanol:CO NEMRs and estimated ages (from back-

trajectories; see Supporting Information) of each sampled plume. Error bars represent the propa-

gated error from the standard deviations of methanol and CO observations and estimated plume

age in each plume and background sample, and do not include the instrumental uncertainty or

uncertainty in individual plume age estimates.

ondary production contributes another ∼30%. We calculate the total sources and sinks620

of methanol to be 205 Tg a−1, within 5% of the median of previous estimates despite621

our changes to individual source terms. Our atmospheric methanol lifetime of 5.3 d and622

burden of 3.0 Tg are on the lower ends of the ranges of previous estimates. A more de-623

tailed listing of methanol budgets from previous studies is provided in Table S4.624

The most prominent change to our methanol budget relative to previous work is625

the increased importance of secondary methanol production, predominantly from the in-626

clusion of the CH3O2 + OH reaction, which we find provides the second largest contri-627

bution to tropospheric methanol behind biogenic emissions. Despite the corresponding628

decreased methanol production from the CH3O2 + CH3O2 reaction, we find a total sec-629

ondary methanol source of 60 Tg a−1, 60% larger than the median from previous bud-630

gets. Müller et al. (2016), the only other study to incorporate an appreciable methanol631

source from the CH3O2 + OH reaction, found a similar total secondary methanol pro-632

duction of 59 Tg a−1. Jacob et al. (2005) proposed that a secondary methanol source633

of 50-100 Tg a−1, higher than mechanisms known at the time could provide, would al-634

leviate negative model biases over the tropical Western Pacific. Thus, our increased sec-635

ondary contribution to the methanol budget remains consistent with previous work.636

The other notable change to the methanol budget introduced here is the reduced637

gross oceanic source due to our lower seawater methanol concentration and updated pa-638

rameterization of transfer velocities. While we simulate a similar small net flux of methanol639

to the ocean (14 Tg a−1) to previous studies (median 10 Tg a−1), our gross oceanic emis-640

sion of 24 Tg a−1 is only 60% as large as the median of previous estimates and 30% as641

large as in Millet et al. (2008). This also causes a strong reduction in the gross uptake642

of methanol by the ocean, because most ocean-derived methanol is rapidly lost again to643

the sea surface. Because of this rapid oceanic uptake, equivalent to a mean deposition644

velocity of 0.67 cm s−1 across the ocean surface, the ocean-derived methanol has a short645

lifetime and is a minor contributor to the methanol budget even in the marine bound-646

ary layer, where the secondary source (including subsiding from above) dominates (see647

Figure 2). Indeed, we find that the atmospheric lifetime of ocean-derived methanol (3.2648
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Table 2. Global budget of atmospheric methanol

Previous estimatesa This workb

All sources (Tg a−1) 214 (105-287) 205
Terrestrial biogenicc 110 (95-230) 101

Biogenic growth 100 (75-280) 78
Biogenic decay 20 (13-23) 23

Anthropogenic 4.5 (1-9.3) 6.3
Pyrogenic 11 (4.3-13) 13
Oceanicd 43 (30-85) 24
Secondary productionc 37 (18-48) 60

CH3O2 + CH3O2 31 (15-48) 24
CH3O2 + OHe 18 (8-44) 33
Other reactionse 3.0 3.0

All sinks (Tg a−1) 214 (105-299) 205
Reaction with OH 104 (66-218) 114
Reaction with Clf 1.4 1.7
Ocean uptaked 61 (10-101) 38
Wet deposition 11 (2.7-13) 11
Dry deposition to land 34 (24-70) 41
In-cloud oxidation <1 (0-10) <1

Lifetime (d) 6.6 (4.7-12) 5.3
Burden (Tg) 3.4 (2.9-5) 3.0

aMedian and range of central estimates from the following
previous global budget analyses: Singh et al. (2000),
Galbally and Kirstine (2002), Heikes et al. (2002), von
Kuhlmann et al. (2003), Tie et al. (2003), Jacob et al.
(2005), Millet et al. (2008), Stavrakou et al. (2011), Wells
et al. (2014), Khan et al. (2014), and Müller et al. (2016);
bglobal GEOS-Chem budget from our updated
simulation; csubcategories do not sum to category totals
because they only include those studies that specify the
biogenic and secondary pathways; dincluding only those
studies that report gross oceanic emissions and uptake,
rather than net values; eonly Müller et al. (2016) and
Khan et al. (2014) included the CH3O2+OH source,
and only von Kuhlmann et al. (2003) quantified the contri-
butions of other secondary pathways (including CH3O2

+ RO2 and glycolaldehyde photolysis); fonly Müller
et al. (2016) separately accounted for this sink.
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Total Biogenic

Anthropogenic Pyrogenic

Oceanic CH3O2 + OH

CH3O2 + CH3O2 Other secondary

3.0 Tg 1.4 Tg

0.090 Tg 0.22 Tg

0.21 Tg 0.58 Tg

0.39 Tg 0.051 Tg

ppb methanol0.1                                       1                                               10
0.01                0.1                                            1

Figure 6. Methanol burden (top left) and contributions from individual sources. The maps

shown annual average mixing ratios for the tropospheric column in the updated simulation. The

scales for the total and biogenic panels differ from the others by a factor of ten. Numbers in the

bottom right of each panel provide the annual average tropospheric burden of methanol from

each source.

d) is much smaller than that of methanol from other sources (5.5 d); as a result, although649

gross ocean emission provides 12% of the total atmospheric methanol source in our up-650

dated simulation, it only contributes 7% of the tropospheric methanol burden.651

5.1 Implications of methanol chemistry652

Due to its ubiquity as the troposphere’s most abundant non-methane VOC, methanol653

can have important implications for the budgets of additional trace gases of interest. Fig-654

ure 7 shows the changes in tropospheric OH, ozone, formaldehyde, and CO due to methanol655

photochemistry, computed as the difference between simulations without and with the656

methanol + OH and methanol + Cl reactions (using the updated methanol sources). Methanol657

oxidation contributes 4.0% of the tropospheric CO burden and 4.8% of the formaldehyde658

burden, and increases the surface ozone burden by 1.0%. It also causes a 0.9% reduc-659

tion in tropospheric OH, thus augmenting the lifetime of other trace gases such as methane.660

These impacts are not uniformly distributed throughout the atmosphere. For ex-661

ample, the OH reduction due to methanol photooxidation is strongest in the boundary662

layer (1.8%), and reaches up to 4% in areas with high biogenic methanol emissions. Con-663

versely, due to its long lifetime against oxidation, methanol plays its most prominent role664
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Figure 7. The role of methanol in trace gas budgets. Each panel shows changes in the annual

column-average, zonal-average, and overall (numbers at bottom right) tropospheric burden of

a select species due to the inclusion of methanol photochemistry in GEOS-Chem, computed by

comparing the updated simulation to a sensitivity simulation in which methanol photooxidation

is removed. The scale for ozone shows absolute changes in mixing ratio, while those for the other

species are shown as percent changes.

in trace gas budgets in the tropical upper troposphere. There, methanol contributes up665

to 14% of the formaldehyde burden; subsequent radical production from the photolysis666

of this formaldehyde increases OH by 5%. More details on the spatial patterns of these667

changes are given in Table S5, while Figure S10 shows the changes due solely to primary668

methanol emissions, which are similar in pattern to those in Figure 7 but smaller in mag-669

nitude.670

Finally, the implementation of the CH3O2 + OH reaction in the GEOS-Chem chem-671

ical mechanism alters tropospheric radical budgets, particularly over the tropical oceans672

where the CH3O2 lifetime is longest. The spatial patterns of these changes are shown673

in Figure 8. Globally, the CH3O2 + OH reaction represents 14% of the fate of CH3O2674

radicals, behind only reaction with NO (44%) and HO2 (38%) in our updated simula-675

tion. The direct consequences of this reaction are decreases in the annual average tro-676

pospheric burdens of CH3O2 and OH by 20% and 1.1% respectively, reaching local max-677

ima of 45% and 7% in the tropical ocean boundary layer. These decreases have secondary678

effects on the budgets of their other reaction partners, most notably HO2 and NO, whose679

tropospheric burdens increase by 5.5% and 1.1% respectively (up to 14% and 11% lo-680

cally). Additional impacts of the CH3O2 + OH reaction, including changes to formalde-681

hyde, CO, ozone, and methyl hydroperoxide, are provided in Table S5 and Figure S11.682

6 Conclusions683

We have used observations from the ATom aircraft campaign over the Pacific and684

Atlantic Oceans, simulated with source-tagged tracers in the GEOS-Chem model, to bet-685

ter understand the factors controlling methanol concentrations in the remote oceanic at-686

mosphere. From there we constructed a new global budget for methanol and examined687

the implications for global atmospheric chemistry.688

We find that background methanol concentrations in the remote oceanic atmosphere689

(200-400 pptv) are mostly controlled by chemical production from the CH3O2 + OH and690

CH3O2 + CH3O2 reactions (global sources of 33 and 24 Tg a−1, respectively). The CH3O2691

+ OH reaction is generally not included in global models of atmospheric chemistry, but692
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Figure 8. The role of the CH3O2 + OH reaction in radical budgets. Each panel shows

changes in the annual column-average, zonal-average, and overall (number at bottom right)

tropospheric burden of a select species due to the inclusion of the CH3O2 + OH reaction in

GEOS-Chem, computed by comparing the updated simulation to a sensitivity simulation in

which the reaction in question is removed.

our results indicate that it produces methanol with 13% yield and more broadly impacts693

hydrogen oxide (HOx) radical budgets. Air-sea exchange is optimized with a surface ocean694

methanol concentration of 61 nM, resulting in the ocean representing a weak net sink695

(14 Tg a−1). Contrary to previous results, we find that the gross ocean emission of methanol696

(here 24 Tg a−1) does not control methanol concentrations in the marine atmosphere,697

even in the boundary layer, because of rapid deposition and the role of chemical produc-698

tion.699

The ATom observations also included a number of anthropogenic and biomass burn-700

ing plumes containing elevated methanol. From correlations with CO, we inferred global701

anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions of 6.3 and 13 Tg a−1, respectively, at the702

high end of current estimates. The methanol relative enhancement in biomass burning703

plumes did not significantly change over prolonged aging, suggesting that chemical pro-704

duction in the plumes compensates for loss from oxidation.705

The resulting global budget of methanol constructed from our analysis has a global706

source of 205 Tg a−1 including 101 Tg a−1 from the terrestrial biosphere and 60 Tg a−1
707

from chemical production. Ocean, biomass burning, and anthropogenic activities are ad-708

ditional minor sources. The global atmospheric lifetime of methanol is 5.3 days, with ox-709

idation and deposition each contributing about half of the sink. The secondary source710

from chemical production accounts for 29% of the global source of methanol but 34%711

of the global burden because it is less sensitive to deposition than the others. Sensitiv-712

ity simulations with GEOS-Chem show that accounting for methanol chemistry increases713

global tropospheric CO, formaldehyde, and ozone by 4.0%, 4.8%, and 1.5% respectively,714

and decreases global tropospheric OH by 0.9%. Methanol chemistry aside, including the715

CH3O2 + OH reaction in GEOS-Chem has significant impact on global budgets includ-716

ing for OH (−1.1%), CH3O2 (−20%), HO2 (+5.5%), and NO (+1.1%).717
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